
Barnett Cobra slingshot
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18925-Barnett-Cobra-slingshot

SKU Designation French Law MSRP

AJ758 Barnett Cobra slingshot Vente libre 54.00 € incl. tax

The Barnett Cobra slingshot: a perfect fusion of performance, precision and comfort for budding
slingshot enthusiasts.
The Cobra slingshot has reinvented the art of slingshots by offering unprecedented performance and
precision. Featuring a unique front stabilizer and an advanced aiming system, this slingshot allows its users
to hold their target with unrivaled precision, while reducing vibration. Each shot is thus perfectly balanced,
guaranteeing optimal precision. Its profiled "soft-touch" handle ensures optimal comfort during use, making
the Cobra an ideal and secure choice, especially for young slingshot enthusiasts.

Features:

Advanced aiming system
Single front stabilizer
Profiled “soft-touch” handle for optimal comfort
Magnum power bands for powerful shots
Complete shooting guide with step-by-step instructions
Removable wrist reinforcement for a personalized fit
Comes with 10 x 38 caliber Hotshot steel ammo

 

Slingshots can provide a great introduction to hunting for young people, allowing them to hunt small game
with ease and precision. Beginners can start using the included target ammo, then upgrade to Barnett steel
ammo sets once they're ready to head out on their wilderness adventure.

 

Parabolic members
Brushed leather Center-Shot Pouch for a firm, stable grip on your ammo while aiming.

Pro-Sized Handle
Diamond knurled TPE handles for a firm, comfortable grip on your slingshot.

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18925-Barnett-Cobra-slingshot


Optical fiber
Dual “bright-glo” fiber optic sights for deadly accuracy.

Stabilizing sight
Unique retractable stabilizer and "bright-glo" aiming system.

Wrist cushion
Soft foam wrist pad provides comfort and stability while aiming.

Compact design
The foldable wrist brace is designed for compact and easy storage and transport.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


